
The Gospel According to 
Politics
Or, how the kingdom of God breaks in to the kingdoms of the world

CLASS 4: Compromising for the Common Good - 
Loving Our Neighbors Through the Democratic Process



Review
Class 1: God is rescuing our broken politics: preserving us through the state, and renewing us through the 

church, until the kingdoms of the world are welcomed into the kingdom of God.

Class 2: Our primary political obligation is the kingdom of God, lived out in the communal life of the church.

But we also belong to the kingdoms of the world...

Class 3: Our posture toward the state - we want to serve the state by bearing witness to her God-given 

responsibility to foster the common good.

Class 4: What kind of political positions help foster the common good?



Setting the Scene
The Babylonian Exile

Nebuchadnezzar razes Judah: takes off most as captives to Babylon

Deep bitterness in Israel - “By the rivers of Babylon we sat down and wept…”

“Prophets” rising up saying God would intervene by destroying Nebuchadnezzar immediately

Jeremiah 29 - The letter from Jeremiah to the exiles
“4 This is what the Lord Almighty, the God of Israel, says to all those I carried into exile from Jerusalem to Babylon: 5 “Build houses and settle 
down; plant gardens and eat what they produce. 6 Marry and have sons and daughters; find wives for your sons and give your daughters in 
marriage, so that they too may have sons and daughters. Increase in number there; do not decrease. 7 Also, seek the peace and prosperity of the 
city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray to the Lord for it, because if it prospers, you too will prosper.” ……..

10 This is what the Lord says: “When seventy years are completed for Babylon, I will come to you and fulfill my good promise to bring you back to 
this place. 11 For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a 
future.

BIG IDEA: We wait for full restoration of the good by seeking the good of the whole people right where we are



Seeking the Common Good
The Common Good: “The sum total of the conditions of social life which allow people, either as groups or individuals, to 

reach their fulfillment more fully and more easily.” - Catechism of the Catholic Church

Government’s role: fostering the common good
Fostering social structures that promote physical flourishing

Fostering social structures that promote spiritual flourishing - all laws shape the soul

Lots of great, deep, consistent Christian thought around what fosters the common good

...but almost none of it is emerging in the American context

The Perils of Our Two-Party System
America’s two parties have no consistent political philosophy: they are “coalition” based

Particular constellations of issues are combined to get to 50%. And they morph!

    Republicans: open to guns, anti-abortion, “small government” domestically, nationalist globally - why?
    Democrats: wary of guns, pro-abortion, “big government” domestically, globalist globally - why?
Need deeper wells: Catholic Social Teaching & Neo-Reformed Thought



The 3 Pillars of the Common Good: Definitions
Dignity - every person has inherent dignity

Every means every

Mother & baby, citizen & non-citizen, able & disabled

Be careful of false choices

Solidarity - we have a responsibility to foster the good of every person
We are our “brother’s keeper”

Rights allow us to fulfill responsibilities

Radical in philosophically “liberal” governments: solidarity gives us a purpose for being a community

Subsidiarity (Sphere Sovereignty) - the full range of societal associations should be strengthened and equipped
The confluence of Dignity & Solidarity: other groups have dignity, too!

Other associations besides the state are vitally important: church, family, business, political parties, unions

The state should foster them! This is where “religious freedom” conversations come in

Closest layers of the state will prove most effective whenever they are capable and competent

“Every person, family, and intermediate group has something original to offer.” - Compendium of CSD



The 3 Pillars: Potential “Common Good” Positions
National Association  of Evangelicals (NAE): a “biblically balanced political agenda” 
(https://www.nae.net/for-the-health-of-the-nation/)

Dignity - every person has the inherent right to be treated with dignity
     Protecting liberty of conscience

     Safeguarding nature and sanctity of human life

     Preserving human rights

Solidarity - we have a responsibility to foster the good of every person
     Seeking justice and compassion for the poor and vulnerable

     Pursuing racial justice and reconciliation

     Promoting peace and restraining violence

     Caring for God’s creation

Subsidiarity - the full range of societal associations should be strengthened and equipped
     Protecting religious freedom

     Strengthening marriage, families, and children



The 3 Pillars: Overlapping Values
Test Case: Abortion

Dignity - every person has the inherent right to be treated with dignity
This is where the pro-life crowd puts the abortion issue, and rightly so

Our value of human life is not tied to another person’s valuing of that life!

Solidarity - we have a responsibility to foster the good of every person
However, abortion and poverty are closely interconnected issues

12% of the population is below the poverty line: they account for 50% of abortions

Ironically, abortions (since Roe v. Wade) have tended to go down in Democratic presidences, and up in Republican ones

Fostering the good of the mom IS fostering the good of the baby

Subsidiarity - the full range of societal associations should be strengthened and equipped
Poverty often correlated to instability of family systems

Fostering healthy families in poor cultures is a vital task, and requires far more than gov’t



The 3 Pillars: False Choices in American Politics
Which party typically aligns with each value?

Dignity - every person has the inherent right to be treated with dignity
LIBERTARIANS!

But when left unchecked by other pillars, turns to individualistic selfishness and despising gov’t

Solidarity - we have a responsibility to foster the good of every person
DEMOCRATS!

But when left unchecked by other pillars, turns to statism and trampling of dignity

Subsidiarity - the full range of societal associations should be strengthened and equipped
REPUBLICANS!

But when left unchecked by other pillars, becomes anti-govt & tribal instead of championing healthy gov’t



The 3 Pillars & Political Homelessness

The Big Question: Can you be fully in sync with any one party in the American system and still be focused on the 
fullness of the Common Good?

NO

The scandal of evangelical political engagement in 2020:

Our overwhelming adherence to one party reflects an under-developed view of the common good

Other “denominations” are not so monolithic (see: Roman Catholicism)

Other countries’ Christians are not so monolithic (see: England)



The 3 Pillars & Political Homelessness
Implications:

Freed from 2-party slavery

You can have a conversation with anyone, from any political party, at any time, with respect

You can affirm SOMETHING about what everyone believes

You can open people to other values and get past the slogans

You can start having “wisdom” conversations instead of overly-heated right/wrong conversations

We can all agree we want to end poverty: but what’s the right tack to take?

Very little biblical prescription: mixing the pillars in practical wisdom

We can release our grip on finding ultimate, timeless answers through politics

All Christian political engagement with the state is ad hoc: applications may shift in different situations

Example: Joseph in Egypt



How do I decide how to vote?
A matter of discernment

We need to recover the language of discernment for choices that are not moral absolutes

Walking a path of decision-making that is personal, loving, and open to the Spirit’s promptings

Discern the Moment in History: 
What values are most in danger? Where are we overemphasizing? Where is prophetic balance needed?

Discern the Citizens Around Me: 
What do WE need, not what do I need? Listen to other perspectives, not just those like yours.

Discern the Politician: 
Experience matters: because politics is a divinely ordained vocation that requires talents, skills, and knowledge

Effectiveness matters: because politics is a job, and we actually want things to get done!

Character matters: because leaders are inevitably role models, and our postures are just as important as our positions



Compromising for the Common Good

And then you COMPROMISE...

Compromise is a Christian value...when it comes to politics in the kingdoms of the world

We are not yet to the fulfillment of all things

We are not in a fully Christian society, or even part of a fully unified church

If we refuse to compromise, we expect too much out of the political system: and risk idolizing it

If we refuse to compromise, we demand that our perspective is ultimate: and risk idolizing it



Living into the Whole Story
Yes, you will end up compromising with your vote, but...

You do not have to compromise your posture of bearing witness to the state (Class 3)

You do not have to compromise your life within the church (Class 2)

You do not have to compromise your faith that the KING will renew the kingdoms of the world (Class 1)

This is the gospel according to politics:

The King will heal our life together (our politics!), 
and he is already healing it through us & in spite of us.
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Most Helpful Books/Articles
On a Comprehensive Biblical Theology of Politics (Class 1)
Political Church, Jonathan Leeman

On the Church as Our Primary Political Community (Class 2)
Scandalous Witness, Lee Camp
To Change the World, J.D. Hunter
Resident Aliens, Brueggemann and Willimon

On the Church’s Posture Toward the State, especially in Liberal Democracies (Class 3)
The Church and Politics: Five Views, Gundry & Black, eds.
Politics for Christians, Beckwith
Political Church (see above)

On the Church’s Political Positions (Class 4)
How Do Christians Fit in the 2-Party System? They Don’t, Tim Keller article in the NY Times (Sept. 29, 2018)
Church, State, and Society: An Introduction to Catholic Social Doctrine, Benestad
The Bible in Politics: How to Read the Bible Politically, Richard Bauckham


